Information № 1

concerning the 1984 FIAF summer school

In 1984 the GDR State Film Archives will organize a FIAF summer school.

Time: 5th to 27th July 1984

Nature: The summer school constitutes a training course which through lectures, practical exercises and discussions is aimed at conveying basic knowledge on the activities of film libraries (see attached lists of subjects)

Participants: The possible total number is 20

Place: The participants will be accommodated in the Guest-House of the Ministry of Higher and Technical Education where singles with shower will be provided.

The instructional events of the summer school will take place on the premises of the State Film Archives and of the above Guest-House

Meals: Organized for all participants alike

Excursions: Visits to various facilities of film institutions and tourist attractions in Berlin, Potsdam and Dresden are planned
Cost: US-$ 350.-

to cover accommodation, meals, transportation to places where instruction is given, and excursions. You will be met at the airport or at the station provided notification of your arrival time has been given.

Should a participant fall under state agreement or any separate agreement with the GDR Film Archives, special arrangements will be made.

Arrival: Via Berlin-Schönefeld airport or railway station

Deadline for applications for participation: 15th March 1984